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Abstract- The increased penetration of distributed
generation (DG) often connected to grid through dc-ac interface
has made islanding detection an important and challenging issue
to power engineers. Several methods based on passive and active
detection scheme have been proposed in the literature. While
passive schemes have a large non detection zone (NDZ), concern
has been raised on active method due to its degrading power
quality effect. This paper proposes a wavelet based passive
islanding detection scheme with almost zero NDZ for dc-ac
inverter interfaced grid connected DGs. The key idea is to utilize
the spectral changes in the higher frequency components of PCC
voltage occurring after islanding condition. The effectiveness of
the proposed method is tested through case studies on a
photovoltaic DG system.

producing a large non detection zone (NDZ). Also, if the
threshold range is set small, nuisance tripping could occur.
Therefore, passive detection methods on its own are not
sufficient for anti islanding protection hence, at least one
active anti-islanding scheme must be included in protection
(to eliminate NDZ).

Index Terms—Distributed generation, islanding detection,
non detection zone, wavelet transform.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Islanding of grid-connected DG inverters (DC-AC) occurs
when the local network containing such inverter is
disconnected from the main utility, but the DG inverter
continue energizing the local load without control and/or
supervision of utility as shown in Fig. 1. This phenomenon
can result in a number of potential hazards and therefore
needs to be detected and protected from islanding. Basic
passive protection schemes include over current, over- and
under-voltage protection, and over- and under-frequency
protection (OVP/UVP and OFP/UFP) functions to remove a
grid-connected DG systems from the utility grid for the
abnormal condition in the grid. Also, anti-islanding schemes
must be incorporated into protection control. The above
protection schemes are able to detect islanding operation of
the grid connected DG systems when a large mismatch of
power between the source and load is present, at the instance
the grid disappears [1-3].
Generally, the power mismatches are large (∆P > 20% or
∆Q >5%), causing the voltage or frequency to go out of the
nominal range detecting Islanding scenario. But, if the
mismatch is quite small leaving the voltage and frequency
within the nominal range, the islanding detection becomes
almost impossible using normal passive techniques,

Fig.1. A typical Grid connected photo voltaic DG system

Active islanding scheme usually injects certain signals
(perturbation to variables like voltage and frequency) in order
to detect the islanding situation which degrades the output
power quality [1]. EN50438 [3] provides requirements
relevant to performance, operation, safety consideration,
testing and maintenance of interconnection. Summary of
essential interconnection specifications and requirements is
given in Table 1. According to table 1, any active islanding
technique that involves injections are not allowed. In
response to the above mentioned detection problems and
requirements specified by EN50438, a new technique is
proposed to build an anti-islanding scheme [1-3].
Passive methods do have a NDZ and active methods
reduce the NDZ close to zero but making a compromise with
the output power quality. The main emphasis of the proposed
scheme is to reduce the NDZ to as close as possible to zero
and to keep the output power quality unchanged. The new
method for islanding detection is based on the voltage
measurements that are sensed at PCC and its analysis using
discrete wavelet transform. This new method will help to

reduce the NDZ without any perturbation that deteriorates the
output power quality.

terminal voltage and frequency respectively, which falls
within the non-detection zone as shown in the Fig. 2.

TABLE I
MICRO-GENERATION INTERFACE SETTINGS FOR REPUBLIC OF IRELAND [3]

Fig. 2. NDZ for UVP/OVP and OFP/UFP

III. WAVELET TRANSFORM
II. POWER MISMATCH DURING ISLANDING SCENARIO
The frequency of the system at islanding, ωi, is a function of
the inverter real power PPV, reactive power QPV and resonant
frequency of the load ( 1 /

ωi ≈


QPV 
1 +
.
LC  2qPPV 
1

LC ) according to [1-3].
(1)

The inverter terminal voltage Vi at the instant utility is
disconnected, is a function of the ratio of real power of the
PV inverter and the load as expressed below.

 P 
Vi =  PV  Vn ,
 PLoad 

Wavelets are functions, used to efficiently describe a signal
by decomposing it into its constituents at different frequency
bands (or scales) [4]. Wavelet technique has been used in
several power system applications e.g. detection, feature
extraction, de-noising and data compression of power quality
waveforms, power system protection etc. [5-7]. Wavelet
theory is very well documented in several research
publications related to power engineering applications and
hence, only a brief explanation of wavelet theory relevant to
islanding application is provided in this section.

(2)

where, Vn is nominal system voltage. The worst case
islanding condition occurs when the real power of the PV
inverter is equal to the real power of the load i.e., PPV = PLoad,
and the corresponding reactive power is also equal i.e., QPV =
QLoad. For this condition, the voltage and the frequency at the
inverter terminal continues to be the same as when utility was
connected. Under this condition, the PV inverter fails to
notice the disconnection of utility and continues to operate,
hence, causing islanding. When the above described
conditions are nearly met, the variations in the voltage and
the frequency may be small and may escape the detection.
This zone is called a non- detection zone. Some islanding
scenarios are examined [1-3]:
When ∆P is large: Inverter terminal voltage will vary widely
and since voltage should be outside the nominal operating
voltage range for detection, islanding condition can be
detected effectively only if ∆P > ±20%.
When ∆P is small & ∆Q is large: Islanding frequency will
vary and the frequency has to go out of nominal limit to be
detected. For islanding protection, the inverter will fail to
disconnect when the load has q ≥ 2.5, ∆P = 0, and ∆Q < ±5%.
When ∆P & ∆Q are small: if ∆P (< ±20%) and ∆Q (<
±5%) then this results in insufficient change in inverter

Fig. 3 (a) Analysis wavelet filter banks (b) 3-stage DWT decomposition

Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) based on Mallats’
pyramid algorithm [8], also known as dyadic wavelet
transform is the most frequently used method owing to its
simplicity and non-redundancy. A dyadic DWT of discrete
x ( n ) of length N is essentially a
time sequence
decomposition of the spectrum of x ( n ) ;
orthogonal sub-bands defined by,

1
1
≤ ω ≤ m , m = 1, 2.....J
2 T
2m+1T

X (ω )

into

(3)

where, T is the sampling period associated with x ( n ) and J
represents the total number of decomposition levels. DWT is
implemented by specially designed bank of high pass and low
pass discrete filter units, h and g . The filters are half band
filters with a cutoff frequency of Fs / 4, a quarter of the input
sampling frequency. As the input sequence x ( n ) propagates
through the low pass and high pass filters, the filter bank, at
each stage, decomposes the signal into low-pass and high-

pass components through convolution (and subsequent
decimation) with filters g and h, respectively. The DWT
representation is composed of scaling coefficients, c J (n),
representing coarse or low-pass signal information at level
m = J , and wavelet coefficients (also called detail
coefficients), d m (n), which represents signal detail at
levels m = 1,....., J , as shown in Fig.3. Formally,

cm ( n) =

∑

da1

da2

g (2n − k )cm −1 (k )

n

d m (n) =

Va

∑ h(2n − k )c

(4)

da3

m −1 ( k ).

n

At level m, both cm (n) and d m (n) are composed of 2− m N
coefficients, forming a tree-like relationship between the
coefficients at successive scales. The resulting signal
decomposition [d1 , d 2 ,....., d J , cJ ] is the dyadic DWT
representation of signal x ( n ) .
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
To resolve the problem of non-detection zone associated with
passive islanding detection methods, wavelet analysis is
proposed and included with passive technique in this paper.
The key idea is to utilize the spectral changes in the higher
frequency components of PCC voltage during islanding.
When islanding takes place under NDZ condition,
conventional passive methods which are based on threshold
violations of certain PCC voltage and frequency parameters,
fail to recognize it as these parameters are well within the
threshold limit. Whereas, use of wavelet technique
additionally facilitates to examine the spectral changes
occurring at higher frequency components of PCC voltage
due to islanding, thus enabling the islanding detection in the
NDZ even without injecting any signal. In the proposed
method, three phase PCC voltage signals are decomposed up
to a chosen decomposition level J using dyadic DWT signal
decomposition and analysis method described in the previous
section.
Considering Va(t), Vb(t) and Vc(t) which are the time
domain
signal
measurements’
at
PCC,
and
and
[ d a1 , d a 2 ,....., d aJ , caJ ] ,
[ db1 , db 2 ,....., dbJ , cbJ ]

[d c1 , d c 2 ,....., d cJ , ccJ ] the resulting DWT decomposition
outputs. Where d ak , dbk and dck are respectively the set of
wavelet coefficients corresponding to strength of Va(t), Vb(t)
and Vc(t) at the kth frequency wavelet band. An initially study
was carried out for a Grid connected PV system on Simulink
using wavelet and its result is show in Fig. 4. In this
preliminary study, islanding scenario is created at 0.31s with
matched load and it is found that the drift in the PCC voltage
is not sufficient to reach the threshold limit of UVP/OVP
detector. As shown in the Fig. 4, the wavelet coefficients at
higher frequency band details (i.e., d a1 , d a 2 , d a 3 , d a 4 ), show
large changes after islanding, which can be used for islanding
detection by choosing appropriate threshold settings for
wavelet coefficients.

da4

Time (s)

Fig. 4. Four stage DWT decomposition of PCC phase voltage Va

But, appropriate measure should be taken to avoid
nuisance tripping due to occurrence of any transient
disturbance or noise during normal operation of the system,
which may produce sufficient higher magnitude wavelet
coefficients at these frequency bands. Hence, use of a simple
threshold setting based on wavelet coefficients’ magnitude
would be risky and may lead to many nuisance tripping
scenarios. From extensive simulations, second level wavelet
coefficients ( d 2 ) are found to be more robust, as these are
least affected by the noise (which is more dominant at level
1) and common power system disturbances and harmonicsvariations (due to variation in nonlinear load etc.) mostly
occupying third and other lower frequency bands. Therefore,
energy of the wavelet coefficients at second decomposition
level calculated once in every two cycle, has been proposed.
Three energy values namely Ea, Eb, and Ec (per two cycles) of
second level wavelet coefficients corresponding to three
phase PCC voltages are calculated as

Ep =

 i=L

 abs (d p1 (i )) / L  ,
 i =1


∑

(5)

where, p Є {a, b, c} and, L is the number of coefficients per
two power cycles. Islanding is detected when one or more of
these calculated energy parameters becomes greater than a set
threshold.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
To test the performance of the proposed wavelet based
islanding scheme a grid connected PV system, shown in the
Fig. 5, has been simulated on Matlab/Simulink platform. The
PV system is operated using maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) scheme and is interfaced to the grid using a three
phase pulse width modulated full-bridge dc-ac inverter.
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Fig. 6. Case of large power mismatch with passive method

The PV inverter used can supply a maximum load of
4.2kW. The power transferred to grid changes with change in
local load power demand. The power frequency of the
simulated system is 50Hz and PCC voltage measurements are
converted to per unit values before these are processed
through the wavelet islanding detection block. Daubechies
“db4” mother wavelet [4], has been used because of its
compactness, and localization properties.
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Fig. 5. System diagram for simulation
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Fig. 7. Case of “close to zero” power mismatch (NDZ) with passive method

Different islanding scenarios (islanding with large power
mismatch, close to zero power mismatch NDZ etc.) have
been created using the three phase breaker circuit and by
changing the power demand of local load connected to the
system. During normal operating condition, the wavelet
islanding detection block generates a constant inverter enable

Grid Current (A) Inverter Current (A)

signal of value ‘1’ and upon detecting islanding the value of
the enable signal is changed to ‘0’ thus halting the inverter
operation.
Since, the PV inverter is forced to operate at unity power
factor, only active mismatch of power is considered. For the
first case study islanding is created at 0.3 seconds with large
power mismatch condition (i.e. ∆P > ±20%). The local load
demand in this case is 7kW out of which 4.2kW is supplied
by the PV inverter and rest by the grid. For brevity, results for
only one phase are shown in Fig. 6. A large power mismatch
due to islanding causes the voltage at PCC drifting away from
the nominal operating range within two cycles as shown in
the Fig. 6(e), thus enabling the OVP/UVP relays detect the
islanding condition easily. In the second case, islanding is
created with ‘close to zero’ power mismatches (i.e. in NDZ)
where, the local power demand is 4.2kW as shown in Fig. 7.
It can be seen from Figs. 7(e)-(f) that after islanding (at 0.3s)
the PCC voltage and frequency remains within the operating
range. Thus, confirming that the passive methods based on
the OVP/UVP and OFP/UFP relays fail to detect islanding
under such conditions.
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shown in Fig. 8. Depicted in figures 8(e) and 8(f) are the
second level wavelet coefficients (absolute values) and
corresponding energy values calculated as per equation (5). It
can be observed from the figure that there is a large change
both in the magnitudes of wavelet coefficients and in
calculated energy values after islanding event. Therefore, the
inverter enable signal which was set to ‘1’ ( for normal
operation) is forced to ‘0’ by the wavelet detection module
once the energy value crosses the set threshold (0.1) finally,
ceasing the inverter operation and power delivery to the load.
The response time of the proposed method is found to be
around 2.5 cycles which is fast enough as per the standards.
VI. CONCLUSION
The islanding situation needs to be prevented with distributed
generation due to safety reasons and to maintain quality of
power supplied to the customers. Large mismatch of power
shows the voltage at PCC drifting away from the nominal
operating range within few cycles but “close to zero”
mismatch of power shows the voltage within the nominal
range, making it difficult to be detected by OVP/UVP and
OFP/UFP relays in a passive environment. The proposed
scheme operates on the PCC voltage measurement and is able
to detect the islanding condition within 2.5 power frequency
cycles. To avoid the nuisance tripping due to transient
disturbances, which may result if wavelet coefficient
thresholds are used directly, a new parameter namely energy
values of second level wavelet coefficients are proposed to
detect the islanding condition. The results presented clearly
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed islanding
detection scheme even under the worst case scenario i.e.
‘close to zero’ power mismatch condition.
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